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Managing procedures
Currently in its third edition, the NEC suite has become one of theUK’s leading
families of standard forms of contract for majorconstruction and civil engineering
projects. Part of the NEC suite,the Professional Services Contract (PSC) was drafted
with the sameprocess-based approach and objectives, offering a standard
contractfor the appointment of consultants providing professional servicesin an
engineering or construction project. Embodying best practicein terms of project
management, the basic philosophy of the PSCdiffers from the principles and
approach of other standardcontracts used to appoint consultants. This book is a
practical guide to the application of the PSC.Starting with a brief discussion of the
background and philosophybehind the PSC, it identifies the roles and
responsibilities ofeach of the named functions within the contract, explains
theapproaches required to achieve a successful working relationshipbetween all
parties, and examines all the procedures in the PSC.The book explains the links
between the various sections of thecontract to assist the reader with cross
referencing, and coversall the variations created by the Main and Secondary
Options. As avery practical guide it will aid users in the transition from theiruse and
understanding of the other standard contracts to thecollaborative project
management-based approach of the PSC. Written for anyone working in the
construction and relatedindustries using the PSC to procure or provide consultancy
servicesin relation to a construction project, it will be of interest tothe complete
construction supply chain, particularly architects,structural engineers, services
(M&E) engineers, civilengineers, quantity surveyors and interior designers,
together withContractors and Sub-Contractors who have a design liability
andemploy consultants to assist them. It will also be of interest toconsultants and
lawyers advising any of these parties, either inthe preparation of contract
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documentation or the resolution ofproblem situations which may arise.

Nec4
This book details some of the most important and interesting questions raised
about the NEC4 family of contracts and provides clear, comprehensive answers to
those questions. Written by an NEC expert with over 20 years’ experience using,
advising and training others, the book has several distinctive features: It covers the
whole NEC4 family It is written by a very experienced NEC author who explains
sometimes complex issues in a simple and accessible style The questions and
answers range from beginner level up to a masterclass level The questions are real
life questions asked by actual NEC practitioners on real projects. The book includes
questions and answers relating to tendering, early warnings, programme issues,
quality management, payment provisions, compensation events, liabilities,
insurances, adjudication, termination and much more. It is essential reading for
anyone working with the NEC4 family of contracts, whether professionals or
students in construction, architecture, project management and engineering.

The NEC Compared and Contrasted
Although the legal principles involved in construction contracts and their
management and administration are an aspect of general contract law, the
practical and commercial complexities of the construction industry have
increasingly made this a specialist field. Recognizing this, Construction Contracts is
a fully revised edition of the UK’s leading textbook on the law governing this area.
Brought up to date with recent cases and developments in the law as it stands at
July 2000, this new edition: takes full account of the effects of the Housing Grants,
Construction and Regeneration Act 1996, the Arbitration Act 1996, the Contracts
(Rights of Third Parties) Act 1999 and the changes in the legal system brought
about by the Woolf reforms includes extended coverage of financial protection,
construction insurance and tendering controls, as well as the Construction (Design
and Management) Regulations has been revised to take account of changes to the
common standard-form contracts, particularly the New Engineering Contract and
the GC/Works family of contracts. Retaining the same basic approach as its
successful predecessors, this important text introduces the general principles that
underlie contracts in construction, illustrating them by reference to the most
important standard forms currently in use.

Understanding the NEC4 ECC Contract
Currently in its third edition, the NEC suite has become one of theUK’s leading
families of standard forms of contract for majorconstruction and civil engineering
projects. Part of the NEC suite,the Professional Services Contract (PSC) was drafted
with the sameprocess-based approach and objectives, offering a standard
contractfor the appointment of consultants providing professional servicesin an
engineering or construction project. Embodying best practicein terms of project
management, the basic philosophy of the PSCdiffers from the principles and
approach of other standardcontracts used to appoint consultants. This book is a
practical guide to the application of the PSC.Starting with a brief discussion of the
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background and philosophybehind the PSC, it identifies the roles and
responsibilities ofeach of the named functions within the contract, explains
theapproaches required to achieve a successful working relationshipbetween all
parties, and examines all the procedures in the PSC.The book explains the links
between the various sections of thecontract to assist the reader with cross
referencing, and coversall the variations created by the Main and Secondary
Options. As avery practical guide it will aid users in the transition from theiruse and
understanding of the other standard contracts to thecollaborative project
management-based approach of the PSC. Written for anyone working in the
construction and relatedindustries using the PSC to procure or provide consultancy
servicesin relation to a construction project, it will be of interest tothe complete
construction supply chain, particularly architects,structural engineers, services
(M&E) engineers, civilengineers, quantity surveyors and interior designers,
together withContractors and Sub-Contractors who have a design liability
andemploy consultants to assist them. It will also be of interest toconsultants and
lawyers advising any of these parties, either inthe preparation of contract
documentation or the resolution ofproblem situations which may arise.

NEC4: 100 Questions and Answers
UNIQUE FEATURES - Designed to be used as a desk top manual - Describes the
main features of the contracts in the NEC family - Includes guidance on which NEC
contract is appropriate for a particular project and how to prepare it - Useful for
those who need more information about the NEC and its philosophy - Includes
exercises at the end of several chapters to stimulate discussions about the many
factors that need to be considered in choosing the right NEC contract
BACKGROUND INFORMATION The last decades of the twentieth century saw huge
changes in construction in the UK, particularly in procurement methods and
contract strategy. In this book the author describes these changes as a
construction reformation and suggests that the advent of the NEC played an
important part in promoting those changes. Since its introduction to the
construction sector in 1991, the NEC has been highly recommended in the Latham
Report and more recently by the Office of Government Commerce and is now
widely used on many small and large projects in the UK and worldwide. ENSURING
PROJECT OBJECTIVES In this guide, Bill Weddell, a long standing member of the
NEC Panel and a highly respected consultant and trainer on the NEC utilises his
skills and wide knowledge of the NEC to provide new and existing users with
guidance on how to select and implement NEC contracts to suit differing project
needs and objectives. ACCURATE CONTRACT STRATEGIES This guide explains in a
concise and practical manner how to decide on the appropriate contract strategy
for any given project and how to prepare the contract document for each type of
NEC contract. It describes each of the documents and explains the selection
methods for the various options and how these are used to produce the contract
document. The book also clarifies some of the distinguishing features of the NEC
contracts in contrast to the more traditional standard forms and explains how the
management procedures in each contract can be used to achieve the Employer's
objectives by effective control of time, cost and quality. THE READERSHIP This
guide is a valuable tool for anybody involved in the NEC supply chain including
clients, consultants, contractors, subcontractors, project managers, quantity
surveyors, adjudicators and service suppliers - across the complete spectrum of
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construction activity. ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Bill Weddell was on the original NEC
Working Group and drafting team and has been involved in the later development
of the NEC family of contracts up to the publication of NEC3. He has long
experience of both design and construction of major civil engineering works
including highways, bridges, docks and harbours, tunnels and sea defence works.
He was Head of Contracts for a firm of consulting engineers and is now a contract
consultant and runs training courses on the NEC.

NEC3
- Foreword, Introduction and Acknowledgements - Table of Contents - Chapter 13:
Contract Administration. Records to maintain; review meetings; contract
administration; how to use the ECC procedures - Chapter 13: Appendix 10. List of
Administration Letters

International Construction Contract Law
FIDIC - A Guide for Practitioners
Which member of the NEC3 family of contracts should I use? How do I choose and
use my main and secondary options? What are the roles and responsibilities of the
various parties? How should I effectively manage early warnings and compensation
events? Important questions can arise when working with NEC3 contracts, some of
them have simple answers and others require more a detailed response. Whether
you are an NEC3 beginner or an expert, the 100 questions and answers in this
book are a priceless reference to have at your fingertips. Covering issues that can
arise from the full range of NEC3 forms, Kelvin Hughes draws on questions he has
been asked during his 20 years working with NEC and presenting training courses
to advise, warn of common mistakes, and explain in plain English how these
contracts are meant to be used.

The NEC 3 Engineering and Construction Contract
This practical book sets out to compare the increasingly popular NEC family of
contracts with other construction industry standard forms. The NEC compared and
contrasted will assist all levels of professionals involved in procurement in the
construction industry to make informed choices and give balanced advice when
deciding which contract to use for a particular project. This authoritative book
examines professional services contracts and construction contracts, as well as
contractual arrangements for partnering. Building and engineering sectors of the
construction industry are covered, as well as the possibility of procuring projects
outside the UK. This book demonstrates that modern construction contracts can
facilitate project management, as well as define legal relationships and that
efficient procurement of complex projects demands a proactive, not a reactive,
approach. The NEC compared and contrasted will be an invaluable resource for
consultants, clients and contractors in the construction industry. It will also provide
students preparing for their professional exams with a clear and concise guide to
comparative standard form construction contracts.
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An Architect's Guide to NEC3
The FIDIC Conditions of Contract for Construction and the Conditions of Contract
for Plant and Design-Build (known as the 1999 Red Book and the 1999 Yellow
Book) were first published in 1999 and have been used for a large number of
contracts around the world. During 2005, FIDIC and the multilateral development
banks cooperated to publish the MDB Harmonised Conditions of Contract for
Construction. This book is a revised and extended edition of the authors earlier
guides.

Evaluating Contract Claims
NEC3 Practical Solutions navigates the contractual issues faced by users of the
NEC3 Engineering and Construction Contract (ECC). Based on real queries posed to
the NEC Users' Group Helpdesk, this concise reference guide is a helpful problemsolving tool, providing hints, tips and answers to 245 common questions.

Procuring an engineering and construction contract
As usage of the NEC (formerly the New Engineering Contract) family of contracts
continues to grow worldwide, so does the importance of understanding its clauses
and nuances to everyone working in the built environment. Currently in its third
edition, this set of contracts is different to others in concept as well as format, so
users may well find themselves needing a helping hand along the way.
Understanding the NEC3 ECC Contractuses plain English to lead the reader through
the NEC3 Engineering and Construction Contract’s key features, including: main
and secondary options the use of early warnings programme provisions payment
compensation events preparing and assessing tenders. Common problems
experienced when using the Engineering and Construction Contract are signalled
to the reader throughout, and the correct way of reading each clause explained.
The way the contract effects procurement processes, dispute resolution, project
management, and risk management are all addressed in order to direct the user to
best practice. Written for construction professionals, by a practicing international
construction contract consultant, this handbook is the most straightforward,
balanced and practical guide to the NEC3 ECC available. An ideal companion for
employers, contractors, project managers, supervisors, engineers, architects,
quantity surveyors, subcontractors, and anyone else interested in working
successfully with the NEC3 ECC.

Nec4
NEC2 has established itself as the leading contract for civil engineering work and
has made major in-roads into the building market. NEC3 appeared in July 2005 and
represents an update to reflect users experience and changes in the way the
construction industry operates, in the years since the appearance of NEC2 in 1995.
This guide is aimed at those familiar with the provisions of NEC2 and provides and
an easy-to-use comparison on the changes between the two editions of the NEC.
NEC3 comprises a suite of entirely consistent documents. The guide covers in
detail, on a clause by clause basis, the differences between the NEC2 Engineering
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and Construction Contract and the NEC3 Engineering and Construction Contract.
However, principles of the changes it introduces have been applied across the
complete suite of NEC3 contracts. So anybody wishing to understand the new
provisions applied across the suite of NEC3 contracts, will benefit from this book.
The guide presents the wording of NEC3 against that of NEC3 with all changes
highlighted. Explanatory notes are also included which cover the significance of
more important changes printed under the relevant clauses. Users will be able to
look up any clause in the NEC2 Engineering and Construction Contract and see, at
a glance, what has changed, if anything, in NEC3. It will be a valuable resource for
anybody involved in the NEC supply chain including clients, consultants,
contractors, sub-contractors, project managers, adjudicators, service suppliers across the complete spectrum of construction activity. Robert Gerrard is a
consultant to the NEC who has worked closely with the NEC Panel in developing
NEC3.

FIDIC Users' Guide
Can contractors and specialists add value to a project by theirearly involvement in
design, pricing, risk management andprogramming? How can this be structured
and what role docontracts have to play? What is the impact on procurement
andproject management? Commentators from Banwell to Egan have
recommended earliercontractor appointments, and this has also been linked
tosuccessful project partnering. How are the two related? Early Contractor
Involvement in Building Procurementconsiders the case for a two stage
procurement approach based on asystem of agreed project processes during the
preconstructionphase. It examines the ways in which a contract can describeand
support this model throughout its procurement, partnering andproject
management, and is illustrated with case studies taken fromprojects and
programmes across the construction and engineeringindustry. The roles of the
various parties involved, the obstacles theyencounter and the benefits they can
achieve are examined indetail. There is practical guidance on how to improve
speed,economy, sustainability, change control, dispute avoidance, andclient
satisfaction. This book bridges the gap betweencontract law, partnering and
project management and will beessential reading for middle and senior
management at constructioncontractors, consultants and clients in both the public
and privatesectors.

MacRoberts on Scottish Construction Contracts
UNIQUE FEATURES - Designed to be used as a desk top manual - Describes the
main features of the contracts in the NEC family - Includes guidance on which NEC
contract is appropriate for a particular project and how to prepare it - Useful for
those who need more information about the NEC and its philosophy - Includes
exercises at the end of several chapters to stimulate discussions about the many
factors that need to be considered in choosing the right NEC contract
BACKGROUND INFORMATION The last decades of the twentieth century saw huge
changes in construction in the UK, particularly in procurement methods and
contract strategy. In this book the author describes these changes as a
construction reformation and suggests that the advent of the NEC played an
important part in promoting those changes. Since its introduction to the
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construction sector in 1991, the NEC has been highly recommended in the Latham
Report and more recently by the Office of Government Commerce and is now
widely used on many small and large projects in the UK and worldwide. ENSURING
PROJECT OBJECTIVES In this guide, Bill Weddell, a long standing member of the
NEC Panel and a highly respected consultant and trainer on the NEC utilises his
skills and wide knowledge of the NEC to provide new and existing users with
guidance on how to select and implement NEC contracts to suit differing project
needs and objectives. ACCURATE CONTRACT STRATEGIES This guide explains in a
concise and practical manner how to decide on the appropriate contract strategy
for any given project and how to prepare the contract document for each type of
NEC contract. It describes each of the documents and explains the selection
methods for the various options and how these are used to produce the contract
document. The book also clarifies some of the distinguishing features of the NEC
contracts in contrast to the more traditional standard forms and explains how the
management procedures in each contract can be used to achieve the Employer's
objectives by effective control of time, cost and quality. THE READERSHIP This
guide is a valuable tool for anybody involved in the NEC supply chain including
clients, consultants, contractors, subcontractors, project managers, quantity
surveyors, adjudicators and service suppliers - across the complete spectrum of
construction activity. ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Bill Weddell was on the original NEC
Working Group and drafting team and has been involved in the later development
of the NEC family of contracts up to the publication of NEC3. He has long
experience of both design and construction of major civil engineering works
including highways, bridges, docks and harbours, tunnels and sea defence works.
He was Head of Contracts for a firm of consulting engineers and is now a contract
consultant and runs training courses on the NEC.

Understanding NEC3 : Professional Services Contract
This book provides a detailed commentary on the latest edition of the New
Engineering Contract NEC3. It explains how the contract is intended to operate and
examines each clause to consider its application and legal interpretation. It draws
upon the author's successful book on the second edition of the Engineering and
Construction Contract, ECC2, and it identifies and comments on the changes
between ECC2 and NEC3. Particular attention is given to the revised compensation
event procedures, as well as: * the role of the project manager * the liabilities and
obligations of the parties * the revised dispute resolution procedures

A Practical Guide to the NEC4 Engineering and Construction
Contract
Provides construction industry professionals with a practical and detailed guide to
the NEC4 contract The NEC contract takes a collaborative, project management
based approach to construction projects, which is very different to the other
standard forms of construction contract. This new edition of the book covers all
changes in the 4th Edition of the Engineering and Construction Contract, issued in
June 2017, and will provide practical guidance to help users transitioning from
NEC3 to NEC4. Inside A Practical Guide to the NEC4 Engineering and Construction
Contract, readers will find chapters on the background of the NECECC; contract
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data and other documents; the‘spirit of mutual trust’; all of the individuals involved
in the process (eg: project managers, clients, supervisors, subcontractors, etc.);
communication issues, early warnings and other matters; quality management;
titles; dealing with timing; payment processes; cost components; compensation
procedures and assessments; dealing with terminations; dispute resolution;
completing the contract and more. A practical guide to the application of the
procedures contained in the newly issued NEC4 Engineering and Construction
Contract Provides detailed guidance on the use of the agreement, which is claimed
to offer increased flexibility, improved clarity and greater ease of use Written
specifically for people actually using and administering the NEC contracts Features
3 appendixes covering tables of clause numbers, case law and statutes;
employer’s, project manager’s, supervisor’s, contractor’s and adjudicator’s actions;
and communication forms and their uses. First launched in 1993, the NEC has
become one of the UK's leading standard forms of contract for major construction
and civil engineering projects, making A Practical Guide to the NEC4 Engineering
and Construction Contract a must-have resource for any contractor using the latest
version of this contract.

The Green Self-build Book
This clear, accessible guide explains and demystifies the NEC3 contract on a
practical, work-based level, and overturns the misconception that NEC is not a
contract aimed at architectural projects.

A Practical Guide to the NEC3 Engineering and Construction
Contract
This work focuses on the fundamental cultural changes and mind shift that is
required to successfully manage the practicalities of the ECC in use. It will be
useful reading for those considering using the ECC but need further information, or
those who are already using the ECC but need further insight into its rationale.

Choosing the Right NEC Contract
NEC3 Practical Solutions
This book provides an essential guide for the successful operation of a contract let
under the NEC Engineering and Construction Contract (ECC).It includes a brief
history of the development of the NEC family of contracts, detailed advice on
contract strategy and an outline of the main clauses and procedures of the ECC. It
discusses the experience of users from all parts of the industry and, most
importantly, takes readers through the changes necessary for the effective and
efficient operation of the ECC. This book covers NEC2 only.

Choosing the Right NEC Contract
Written for contractors and their staff, this book explains how the NEC3 contract
works and provides answers to common questions. It presents complicated
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concepts in a simple, straightforward and understandable way, focusing mainly on
day-to-day use.

Practical Guide to the NEC3 Professional Services Contract
The updated edition of the authoritative and comprehensive guide to construction
practice The revised fourth edition of Barry's Advanced Construction of Buildings
expands on the resource that has become a standard text on the construction of
buildings. The fourth edition covers the construction of larger-scale buildings
(primarily residential, commercial and industrial) constructed with load bearing
frames in timber, concrete and steel; supported by chapters on offsite
construction, piling, envelopes to framed buildings, fit-out and second fix, lifts and
escalators, building pathology, upgrading and demolition. The author covers the
functional and performance requirements of the main building elements as well as
building efficiency and information on meeting the challenges of limiting the
environmental impact of buildings. Each chapter includes new "at a glance"
summaries that introduce the basic material giving a good understanding of the
main points quickly and easily. The text is fully up to date with the latest building
regulations and construction technology. This important resource: Covers design,
technology, offsite construction, site assembly and environmental issues of largerscale buildings including primarily residential, commercial and industrial buildings
constructed with load bearing frames Highlights the concept of building efficiency,
with better integration of the topics throughout the text Offers new "at a glance"
summaries at the beginning of each chapter Is a companion to Barry's Introduction
to Construction of Buildings, fourth edition Written for undergraduate students and
those working towards similar NQF level 5 and 6 qualifications in building and
construction, Barry's Advanced Construction of Buildings is a practical and highly
illustrated guide to construction practice. It covers the materials and technologies
involved in constructing larger scale buildings.

Managing Reality
Launched in 1993, the NEC Engineering and Construction Contract has become one
of the UK's leading standard forms of contract for major construction and civil
engineering projects. The third edition, popularly known as NEC3, is a process
based contract embodying project and commercial management best practice, so
its basic philosophy differs from the more adversarial approach of other standard
construction contracts. Since the first edition of this book, the third edition of the
contract has seen the introduction of a new secondary option for use in the UK and
amendments to a number of clauses. In addition, in September 2011, changes
were introduced to cater for the amendments to the Housing Grants, Construction
and Regeneration Act 1996 contained in the Local Democracy, Economic
Development and Construction Act 2009, which became effective for all new
contracts entered into from 1 October 2011. These amendments have been
incorporated into the text. A Practical Guide to the NEC3 Engineering and
Construction Contract will be useful to everyone in the construction industry
working on a project under this contract. It will be of interest to the complete
construction supply chain, including employers, construction professions,
contractors and sub-contractors, as well as consultants and lawyers advising any of
these parties, either in the preparation of contract documentation or the day to
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day management or the resolution of problem situations which may arise.

Understanding the NEC3 ECC Contract
A highly illustrated, practical handbook on eco-friendly building for homeowners.
Whether you want a turf roof, solar-powered hot water, a straw bale home, or a
super-insulated (and cost-efficient) house, you need to know the essential
elements of the process. In The Green Self-Build Book, Jon Broome gives an
overview of the different methods of sustainable and eco-friendly construction
techniques for non-professionals. The Green Self-Build Book gives inspiration and
information to guide you through the green building process. It is intended for
anyone who is planning a do-it-yourself project, and for housing professionals,
students, and teachers.

The Contractor's NEC3 ECC Handbook
As use of the NEC (formerly the New Engineering Contract) family of contracts
continues to grow worldwide, so does the importance of understanding its clauses
and nuances to everyone working in the built environment. Currently in its third
edition, this set of contracts is different to others in concept as well as format, so
users may well find themselves needing a helping hand along the way.
Understanding NEC3: Professional Services Contract uses plain English to lead the
reader through the NEC3 Professional Services Contract’s key features, including:
Main and Secondary Options the use of early warnings programme provisions
payment compensation events preparing and assessing tenders. Common
problems experienced when using the Professional Services Contract are signalled
to the reader throughout, and the correct way of reading each clause is explained.
The ways in which the contract affects procurement processes, dispute resolution,
project management and risk management are all addressed in order to direct the
user to best practice. Written for construction professionals, by a practising
international construction contract consultant, this handbook is the most
straightforward, balanced and practical guide to the NEC3 PSC available. It is an
ideal companion for Employers, Consultants, Contractors, Engineers, Architects,
Quantity Surveyors, Subcontractors and anyone else interested in working
successfully with the NEC3 PSC.

Construction Contracts
Guide to NEC3
NEC3
As usage of the NEC family of contracts continues to grow worldwide, so does the
importance of understanding its clauses and nuances to everyone working in the
built environment. Understanding the NEC4 ECC Contract uses plain English to lead
the reader through the NEC4 Engineering and Construction Contract’s key
features. Chapters cover: The Contractor’s main responsibilities the use of early
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warnings Contractor’s design Tendering Quality management Payment Liabilities
and insurance Termination Avoiding and resolving disputes and much more.
Common problems experienced when using the Engineering and Construction
Contract are signaled to the reader throughout, and the correct way of reading
each clause explained. The way the contract effects procurement processes,
dispute resolution, project management, and risk management are all addressed in
order to direct the user to best practice. Written for construction professionals, by
a practicing international construction contract consultant, this handbook is the
most straightforward, balanced and practical guide to the NEC4 ECC available. An
ideal companion for employers, contractors, project managers, supervisors,
engineers, architects, quantity surveyors, subcontractors, and anyone else
interested in working successfully with the NEC4 ECC.

Delay Analysis in Construction Contracts
As usage of the NEC (formerly the New Engineering Contract) family of contracts
continues to grow worldwide, so does the importance of understanding its clauses
and nuances to everyone working in the built environment. This set of contracts,
currently in the third edition, is different to others in concept as well as format, so
users may well find themselves needing a helping hand along the way.
Understanding the NEC3 Engineering and Construction Short Contract uses plain
English to lead the reader through the contract’s key features, including: the use of
early warnings programme provisions payment compensation events preparing
and assessing tenders Common problems are signalled to the reader throughout,
and the correct way of reading each clause explained. In addition, the things to
consider when deciding between the ECSC and the longer Engineering and
Construction Contract are discussed in detail. Written for professionals without
legal backgrounds, by a practicing construction contract consultant, this handbook
is the most straightforward, balanced and practical guide to the NEC3 ECSC
available. An ideal companion for Employers, Contractors, Project Managers,
Supervisors, Engineers, Architects, Quantity Surveyors, Subcontractors, and
anyone else interested in working successfully with the NEC3 ECSC.

Managing Reality, Third Edition: Complete Set
Launched in 1991, the New Engineering Contract (NEC) has become oneof the UK's
leading standard forms of contract for majorconstruction and civil engineering
projects. Currently in the thirdedition, popularly known as NEC 3, it is a process
basedconstruction contract embodying project management best practice,and thus
the basic philosophy behind the contract is different tothe more adversarial
principles and approach of other standardconstruction contracts. Written as a
practical guide to the application of theprocedures contained in NEC 3, this book
will aid users in thetransition from their use and understanding of the other
standardconstruction contracts to the collaborative project managementbased
approach of the ECC. Written for anyone working in the construction industry
workingon a project under the ECC, it will be of interest to the
completeconstruction supply chain including employers, constructionprofessions,
contractors and sub-contractors. It will also be ofinterest to consultants and
lawyers advising any of these parties,either in the preparation of contract
documentation or theresolution of problem situations which may arise. A practical
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guide to the application of the procedurescontained in the NEC Engineering and
Construction Contracts Written specifically for people actually using
andadministering the NEC contracts – rather than lawyers Covers all the variations
created by the Main and SecondaryOptions

Practical Guide to the NEC3 Professional Services Contract
This book is a practical guide for anyone involved in preparing, administering or
contributing to a NEC3 contract. It introduces the NEC3 family of contracts, how
they fit together, and provides a better understanding of how to build up and
assemble a contract and how to run a NEC3 Engineering and Construction Contract
(ECC) for successful project outcomes.

The NEC Engineering and Construction Contract
In 1999, a suite of three new conditions of contract was published by FIDIC,
following the basic structure and wording harmonised and updated around the
previous FIDIC Design-Build and Turnkey Contract (the 1992 ‘‘Orange Book’’).
These conditions, known as the ‘‘FIDIC rainbow, were the Conditions of C- tract for:
l Construction, the so-called Red Book, for works designed by the Employer l Plant
and Design-Build, the so-called Yellow Book, for works designed by the Contractor l
EPC/Turnkey Projects, the so-called Silver Book, for works designed by the
Contractor The ?rst is intended for construction works where the Employer is
responsible for the design, as for per the previous so-called Red Book 4th Edition
(1987), with an important role for the Engineer. The other two conditions of
contract are intended for situations when the Contractor is responsible for the
design. The Plant and Design-Build Contract has the traditional Engineer while the
EPC/Turnkey Contract has a two-party arran- ment, generally with an Employer’s
Representative as one of the parties.

NEC3 Construction Contracts: 100 Questions and Answers
The most significant unanticipated costs on many construction projects are the
financial impacts associated with delay and disruption to the works. Assessing
these, and establishing a causal link from each delay event to its effect,
contractual liability and the damages experienced as a direct result of each event,
can be difficult and complex. This book is a practical guide to the process of delay
analysis and includes an in-depth review of the primary methods of delay analysis,
together with the assumptions that underlie the precise calculations required in
any quantitative delay analysis. The techniques discussed can be used on projects
of any size, under all forms of construction contract, both domestic and
international. The authors discuss not only delay analysis techniques, but also their
appropriateness under given circumstances, demonstrating how combined
approaches may be applied where necessary. They also consider problematic
issues including ‘who owns the float’, concurrent delay, early completion
programmes, and disruption. The book has been brought fully up to date, including
references to the latest publications from the CIOB, AACEI and SCL, as well as
current case law. Broad in scope, the book discusses the different delay analysis
approaches likely to be encountered on national and international projects, and
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features practical worked examples and case studies demonstrating the
techniques commonly used by experienced practitioners. This is an invaluable
resource to programmers and schedulers, delay analysts, contractors, architects,
engineers and surveyors. It will also be of interest to clients’ professional advisors
managing extension of time or delay claims, as well as construction lawyers who
require a better understanding of the underlying assumptions on which many
quantitative delay analyses are based. Reviews of First Edition "John Keane and
Anthony Caletka are pukka analysts in that tricky area of delays, programming and
extension of time. I highly recommend their book Delay Analysis in Construction
Contracts. Buy the book." (Building Magazine, February 2009) "The book′s stated
purpose is to provide a practical guide for those interested in schedule delay
analysis. It provides a good in–depth review of the most common delay analysis
techniques. An excellent book, full of practical tips for the reader and very timely in
its publication. It is well worth the cost and a good read for anyone involved in
schedule delay analysis." (Cost Engineering, February 2009) It achieves in spades
its stated aim of being a practical guide for contractors, contract administrators,
programmers and delay analysts, as well as construction lawyers who require a
better understanding of the underlying assumptions on which many quantitative
delay analyses are based. (Construction Law Journal, 2009)

Architect’s Guide to NEC4
- Foreword, Introduction and Acknowledgements - Table of Contents - Chapter 3:
Procurement. What is involved in procuring an ECC Contract; how to put together
an invitation to tender and a responding tender; procurement scenarios. - Chapter
4: Contract options Main Options (A to F); what should be taken into account when
choosing a main option; allocating risks under various contract types; a discussion
of secondary Options - Chapter 5: Instructions for completing the Contract Data. A
series of questions and answers designed to assist the user in completing Contract
Data part one and Contract Data part two. - Chapter 6: Works Information
guidelines Providing the Works; general rules in drafting the Works Information;
clauses to be incorporated into the Works Information - Chapter 3: Appendix 2
Assessing Tenders - Chapter 3: Appendix 3 ECC ITT example - Chapter 4: Appendix
4 Target and Cost Reimbursable Contracts: A Discussion - Chapter 4: Appendix 5
Audit Plan - Chapter 6: Appendix 6 List Work Information clauses

Early Contractor Involvement in Building Procurement
This clear, accessible guide explains and demystifies the NEC3 contract on a
practical, work-based level, and overturns the misconception that NEC is not a
contract aimed at architectural projects --

Nec2 and Nec3 Compared
Provides a guide to the general principles of Scottish law relevant to construction
contracts and the main provisions of the standard forms of construction contract
used in Scotland including: the obligations of employers and contractors
certification payment ending a construction contract remedies subcontracts
collateral warranties insurance dispute resolution regulatory matters The new
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edition has been substantially updated and expanded to take account of the latest
editions of the Scottish Standard Building Contracts and recent case law. Specific
updates have been driven by the following changes to legislation and standard
contracts Local Democracy Economic Development and Construction Act 2009 and
the relative Scheme for Construction Contracts Arbitration (Scotland) Act 2010
Recognising the significant increase in use of NEC3 standard forms of contract,
references to NEC3 provisions have been introduced throughout the relevant
chapters so that each now covers the common law, the SBCC provisions and the
NEC3 provisions. It also features new chapters on: litigation; competition; the
Bribery Act 2010; and guarantees and bonds. From reviews of previous editions:
‘very approachable and readable… I would particularly recommend this book to
non-legal construction professionals’ – Construction & Engineering Law ‘an
informative textbook for the practitioner… [a] significant contribution to
knowledge’ – Arbitration ‘a highly competent… textbook which would be of value
for industry professionals with no legal background’ – Construction Law

Understanding NEC3: Engineering and Construction Short
Contract
Barry's Advanced Construction of Buildings
Practical Guide to the NEC3 Engineering and Construction
Contract
This user friendly guide introduces, explains, and demystifies the NEC4 contract on
a practical, work-based level. Made for architects by an architect, it explores the
best approach to collaborative and contractual partnering work practices.
Alongside explanations of the contracts and clauses, it presents the key areas of
distinction from alternative standard form contracts and examines the integrated
project management principles that bring the NEC4 contracts together as a whole.
It's the perfect companion book for professionals who are new to the NEC contract
family and former users trying to understand the latest updates.
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